
Appendix 1 

Q 15 Overall, what are the top three issues on your allotment 

site? Open-Ended Response 

 

1 Paths, skips. Bark taking up parking spaces. 

2 Overgrown unlet plots  More removal of waste  car access tracks 

3 
1. The poor security of the boundary fencing  2. Fox depradation  3. Produce 
theft, shed burglaries 

4 
Water access - need to connect 2 hoses - lack of water pressure when more than 
1 person using taps on site.    Bind Weed    Rubbish disposal (non compostable) 

5 Non cultivation  Management of above  No visibility of warden 

6 1. car parking 2. toilets 3. access road state in the wet 

7 
future of shed inherited from previous occupant.  Drainage on half the plot  
Bindweed   

8 1 - overgrown untended plots; lack of enforcement   
9 Access to skips 

10 Foxes, theft of produce and seedlings, more water taps needed. 
11 Theft  skips  water 

12 
Theft  Inadequate provision of large skips  Poor maintenance of roadway in 
summer - overgrown 

13 

1. Contending with a neighbouring plots that are not being maintained.  2.  
Having to wait for a water tap to become available in the Summer season.  3.  
The state of the perimeter fences. 

14 theft  lack of wildlife areas  pests 

15 easy to climb fences, no barbed wire on fences just on one side. 

16 Can’t think of any 
17 damage by foxes , fencing , overgrown empty plots 

18 
Lack of skip provision for removal of rubbish   Padlock seizing up on gate   
Vandalism especially in school holidays 

19 
no water pressure, seemingly abandoned plots, overhanging trees and hedges 
and muddy paths 

20 Rubbish Disposal, Security and rats 
21 Pot holes require filling  People feeding foxes  Some plots unused 

22 
poor access with a car for carrying heavy equipment, narrow access with and 
without a car and water supply (tap usage and pressure) during the summer 

23 

The next door although occupied has not been dug or grown on for the 2 years 
since we took on our plot so have a big problem with weed seeds coming on to 
ours. Also lock is difficult to open on one of the gates. 

Answered: 207    Skipped: 27 



24 
Never get to use skips (2)as i dont know when they are arriving  Theft of produce 
and tools  Path maintenance 

25 Non applicable 

26 Overgrown unattended plots  Vandellism    

27 Water. Skips. Paths 

28 
Getting a non cultivation letter,when other plots looked worse than ours and the 
photos taken were parts my husband had worked on. 

29 Disposal of plant waste that cannot be composted 

30 
Water points long distance to run hose  Paths/tracks very rutty and overgrown  
Derelict plots need managing to stop weeds spreading so fast.   

31 
Water pressure, lack of recycling facilities, green waste going into skips which 
then go into landfill. 

32 Drainage,  Tracks  Lack of toilets 

33 

Grass on the pathways always way overgrown and rubbish that’s thrown over 
from the houses that back on to the allotments. Also there appears to be a 
massive fox problem at the moment so the amount of fox poo is ridiculous.  

34 

The fencing along the side of allotment by my plot 26 is too low allowing easy 
access for vandals and thieves.  The skip is too small ...for those of us not able to 
get there on the Friday morning have no chance of putting stuff in it.  Cars 
digging up the track in wet weather. 

35 weeds encroaching from car park and path  weeds that are hard to get rid of   

36 
Car parking, particularly during summer months.  Grass cutting around the 
perimeter  Poor track around the allotment 

37 
Waste management, trees from residents gardens affecting my plot, people 
nextto me infringing on my plot. 

38 Weed spreading from untended plots   

39 

1. Pathways between plots are narrow, uneven and often overgrown making it 
hard or even impossible for those with disabilities.    2. Lack of or poor fencing on 
plots at main accesses.    3. Many plots going unused or over grown 

40 
The lock to the gate is very difficult to open and close, there appears to be a 
knack to it that I don’t have.  

41 the track access could do with flattening out to allow access for lower cars 

42 

1. I don't think DOGS should be allowed in at all. Even if their mess is noticed, it 
can never be properly cleared up so is a health risk, and not all dog owners care 
about cleaning up anyway. They could also trample on someone's crops.  2. ONE 
PERSON IN PARTICULAR is regularly seen not even securing the gate with the bar, 
let alone locking it. I've regularly come in to an open gate - a free for all for 
anyone who wants free pickings, and our plot is right by the gate.  3. There is still 
no deterrent to 'TRAVELLERS' occupying the grass the other side of the fence 
again, as they did last summer. We were informed that bollards or equivalent 
were going to be put up once they left. Again, this is literally the other side of the 
fence from our allotment. 



43 

Use of plastics by other holders - which then gets blown about and I often end up 
disposing of it myself.   Gates and locks can sometimes be very difficult to open. 
My plot is very small and rather shady, limiting what I can grow. It is on the 
border so trees on adjoining land contribute to the problem, as does the rather 
heavy, clay soil.   

44 
Lack of community ambition  Plots not be tended  Fencing is pointless and looks 
terrible. 

45 

Because of busy work schedules I don't spend as much time down the allotment 
and it seems the click group that are down there all the time help themselves to 
stuff from my allotment because they think I'm not really that committed but I 
do what I can to feed my family cheaply and healthily with the limited free time I 
have yes its not always weeded properly with time I have available but I get good 
food grown that my family would suffer without this is the whole point of 
councils making allotment's available for people like me that live in a flat with no 
garden and limited money trying to feed are selves. then I just get looked down 
on by the people that have a garden at home but also have allotment and lots of 
free time. to them it's a hobby which is lovely for them but to me its essential to 
survive I hate going down allotment to just be judged by snob's.  

46 Lack of waste disposal (glass etc) is a problem 

47 unlet plots 

48 
Overhanging trees, paths/tracks to plot big ruts, foxes running al over plots and 
digging up plants, urinating and defecating plots 

49 

one of the water tapes near plot 110 is still not working after being reported 
many times last year.Too many trees being cut down.  It takes far too long to 
allocate a vacant plot.   

50 none as I haven't really started yet 

51 It would be handy to have manure delivered.  Nothing else is really an issue 
52 No real issues 

53 Access to plots 
54 over grown empty plots, not enough skips to get rid of rubbish  

55 
Inlet plots could do with being trimmed more often. Security is not good, need 
cctv or a regular visit by police.  

56 toilets or lack of(ladies)  rubbish (SKIP)  OVER GROWN UNLET PLTS 
57 Vandalism, lack of caretaker, not enough skips through out year 

58 Weeds 

59 
Foxes fouling. There are up to 20 foxes live on our allotment. There is a danger of  
contamination of green produce with fox faeces which contain worms 

60 Weeds, Foxes, Badgers 

61 

Foxes posing a danger to my young child they have no fear of humans on this site 
and often see them being hand fed at the gates.  lack of council maintenance to 
the site,  unavailability of the warden, havent seen him since we took on the plot 
can never fin him when he is needed assumong it is still the same man. 



62 

I'm still quite new so it's hard to say.  Everyone seems friendly and they all seem 
to enjoy growing and sharing tips.  I'm not sure if there are any 'issues' really.   
There are some disused sites and it would be nice to see them being used - I'd 
like to see community groups using some of the space   

63 access on narrow uneven paths, low water pressure, persistent bindweed  

64 
Need better water supply as one tap in use dribbles out rest.  Fencing in park to 
low easy to get over.  Rules. 

65 

animals digging holes, digging newly planted beds and damaging plants.  Being 
watched and monitored by others.  Thoughtlessness of others when using water 
in the summer, some using hoses every day, not refilling tank etc. 

66 

Lack of skips and general composting facilities.  Choking pollution from bonfires 
often in contravention of rules.    Breakdown of stand-pipe taps and tendency of 
the site to become waterlogged. 

67 
Availability of skip space for waste, as still working, by the time you can get to 
site, skip is full  Lack of community feel    

68 Foxes  Up keep of inlet plots 
69 Weeds, Slugs, Foxes  

70 Vandalism, maintenance of paths, access to water 
71 only 2 skips a year 

72 Foxes, Boundry Fences, Theft from plots 

73 
Repair of gate locks  Length of time neighbouring plots unused  Location and 
frequency  of skips 

74 
I am not sure I have any issues, but keeping the badgers and foxes under control 
could be called an issue. 

75 
not enough water supplies,frequency and quality of grass cutting,flooding which 
prevents access to allotments 

76 

Perimeter fencing in poor state. Also the vegetation and weeds outside of the 
perimeter. Water pressure on communist tap. Availability to get bulk compost 
delivered. 

77 
People breaking into sheds, causing damage,etc  Untidy overgrown plots  An 
extra skip a year would be good     

78 
Lack of parking, manure delivery stopped & main gate lock maintenance (difficult 
to open/close if not oiled regularly) 

79 Drainage  Waste disposal   Borders 

80 Car parking   Neighbours weeds  Skip availability 
81 skips  flooding  crows 

82 
As there is a school opposite the allotment site the visibility to enter or leave the 
main road is significantly hindered and at times unsafe. 

83 Weeds bugs rubbish 
84 Fox and rat infestation 

85 Waste disposal  Access to manure  
86 getting rid of waste in skips  digging every season  unable to have fire in summer 



months 

87 Fences and youngsters getting on to the site just to course damage. 

88 
Apparent lack of action for adjacent poorly maintained/unloved plots.  Provision 
of skip(s) is inadequate.  Maintenance of entrance gates and locks. 

89 
The rubbish from the previous owner not been collected  Lack of communication 
from the council regarding the above issue  Theft and vandalism 

90 
1.Lack of water pressure (only 1 feed)  2.Narrow access on paths to some plots    
3.Over hanging trees on outside of site  

91 Weeds, water and waste 
92 Removal of rubbish 

93 No where to get rid of weeds grass rubbish etc. Not enough water points. Paths 

94 

Overgrown unlet plots.  Absentee tennants with overgrown plots, Skips getting 
filled to overflowing with compostable matter or burnable wood....we should 
dispose of these ourselves...leaving space for real rubbish. 

95 Theft of produce, parking and people leaving gate unlocked 

96 

Lack of availability of the warden in a crisis - others have to do his job for him.  
Foxes being allowed to breed freely and then destroy crops / plots. This site has 
far too many mangy foxes and people feeding them to which the warden turns a 
blind eye. 

97 
Inability to have bonfires when required  Maintenance of unallocated plots  
Provision of skips 

98 
Poor drainage due to heavy soils; Padlock often breaks; Damages to crops caused 
by foxes;  

99 

-Difficulty in transporting compost, etc to and from site (no vehicle access, or 
parking, due to location).  -Weeds along pavement boundary fence.  -Not really 
an issue but watering in summer needs some planning for shared downpipes. 

100 
Neighbouring plots left uncultivated so weeds blow across   Holes in the track 
especially bad in spring   Unsightly vacant plots  

101 Flooding, Wildlife (foxes, ) waste left from previous tenant for me to dispose of 
102 I'm quite happy with my plot and access to it 

103 
Vandalism   Overgrown allotments   Footpaths between allotments being fenced 
off 

104 
Boundary line shrubs have been cut away/removed leaving site very exposed.  
Bindweed / couch grass  Neglected plots 

105 
Skips being delivered in the week when full time workers are not around.   Water 
pressure very low.    

106 No issues 
107 No running water, waste collection, perimeter fencing 

108 No information about the shop ... never see it open  
109 Grass paths, padlock on the side gate and slugs/snails  

110 
Rubbish being dumped behind plot 71.  Paths running either side of the trees 
never been cut.   



111 
Lovely people always very helpful, great place to spend time with the kids,enjoy 
all the vegetables  

112 Getting rid of waste.  

113 

Allotment holders should be aloud to used 50% of there plot for a flower 
gardening, this would benefit wildlife and people living in flats or houses with 
small courtyards.  people discarding non biodegredabable material in bushes.  
badgers.   

114 
Lack of control regarding allotments not maintained nearby causing weeds to 
multiply. 

115 Lack of skip  No shop  Wait time To get an allotment! 

116 
Too many foxes coming while I am there.   Foxes damaging the harvest.  People 
stealing from my production.     

117 Lack of taps. Lack of tap water pressure. Fence maintenance 

118 Waste left behind by previous plotholders  Getting manure to the plot   

119 Too many foxes  Not enough back chippings  Unmannaged roadways 
120 Unused plots  Maintaining paths between plots  Time of skip deliveries 

121 No manure, no bark,theft 

122 
Could have a couple more tap points for water.    Wood chip 'help your self 
points'    Parking area in the site maybe     

123 Theft  Vandalism   Access to water in height of summer 

124 Locks very stiff on gate 
125 Concern of vandelism and theft. Skips full within hours of delivery.  

126 Vandalism theft, damage. 

127 Water pressure  Drainage  Uneven pathways   

128 

1: Rubbish left over from previous tenants including wood, carpets and plastic 
sheeting.    2: Security of the shed I inherited - it's practically falling down and 
although I have one to replace it, I will have to somehow dispose of the old one.    
3: Difficulty in getting manure and compost to the site.  Other sites in Fareham 
have manure deliveries, it would be great if Gosport could do the same. 

129 
Water pressure if a couple of taps are being used.  Theft of minor items ie one 
random plant (big plants)  Getting rid of large amounts of rubbish 

130 No toilet   

131 Vandalism/break ins  Need more taps  Fast cars up and down paths   

132 
Poor fencing, vehicle damage to allotment tracks, theft and break ins, over 
grown poorly maintained plots, constant problems with gate locks 

133 
Overgrown plots and tracks.  Lack of water pressure.  Dumped rubbish 
(flytipping, etc.) 

134 State of Soil, Cost, Vandalism. 

135 
Disturbance from foxes   Members of the public throwing over left over food for 
foxes etc   Weeds  

136 
Water pressure, number of taps. No spare lock if it breaks so restricted access. 
Warden that doesn't police the unused plots and free them up for people. 



137 Vandalism theft  

138 Drainage,Parking.amount of plots not being cultivated. 

139 

Foxes being allowed to destroy our hard work and crops as far too many on the 
site.   People being allowed to feed them daily with a dog bowl, they wait inside 
the gates to be fed at least twice per day.   Lack or warden availability and 
authority.. 

140 
Weeds  Allotment next to ours a disgrace wish we could use it  Lack of skips for 
rubbish   

141 Cant get water very well when lots of people are using it  .foxes. 

142 Some plots are neglected for too long before action is  taken. 

143 Drainage in the winter and parking in the summer 
144 Neighbours plots  Access to skips   

145 
Foxes, lack of interest by the warden, the number of non plot & Ex plot holders 
with acces to the site to steal produce 

146 Weeds, slugs and black fungus on apple tree 

147 
Getting it ready to grow vegetables Sorting out the mess left by previous owners 
and finally deciding what to grow on our site 

148 Foxes, access roads, overgrown plots 

149 Plot holders having to control neighbouring plots that are overgrown 

150 
We could do with more skips. They are filled as soon as delivered.  Pests. 
Poisonous caterpillars in tree/bushes 

151 Too many foxes  People using roadways when wet  2 skips a year is not enough 

152 foxes  foxes   foxes 

153 Paths  Badgers  Lack of regular Skips 
154 Overgrown plots, drainage, pests 

155 Overgrown, rubbish strewn plots;  security;  flooding. 

156 
Hedges and trees  Frequency of skip availability/no notice when they are due.  
Boundary fencing and rubbish thrown over them  

157 
the many unworked plots  vandalism  involvement of town hall officials with no 
idea of what is needed  to keep up an allotment   

158 Maintenance of drive ways  Overgrown plots  Removal of rubbish 

159 
uncultivated plots/non compliance with tenancy regs/ accumulation of rubbish 
on plots 

160 Plots lying empty for too long 

161 

the sites not used which are overgrown. This causes weeds to blow onto my site.  
Sites not used and although there is a waiting list these sites remain unused for 
years.  Lack of the council sorting these problems out. 

162 
Overgrown vacant allotments  Tyres once they arrive they stay  Fence the 
badgers off 

163 Outside Fencing  Drainage  Badgers 

164 slugs, weeds and time 
165 Plots not being cultivated  Plots taking too long for new gardeners  More regular 



skips 

166 
Main tracks and paths are overgrown  Gate lock keeps breaking  Fly tipping on 
the site 

167 negleted and abandoned plots during the year 

168 Theft, dumping of rubbish  
169 Too many vacant plots  Gates not been locked  Maintenance of paths by others 

170 Gate Locks  Bark/chipping 

171 

1. My main concern is neighbouring and nearby plots that are badly neglected 
throughout the year.  2. Other allotment users not shutting or locking gates 
when leaving site.  3.Would like to see some of the trees lopped and cared for   

172 theft of produce  vandalism 
173 condition of unlet plots.  Lack of toilets.  Lack of ways to dispose of rubbish. 

174 overgrown plots, damage, having to lock the gate every time   
175 1,lock  2,not being able to have a bin our end of site  3,gates being left unlocked 

176 
Unattended plots   Not enough skips to cope with refuse  Bonfire times in winter 
its same at 4pm!! 

177 None  

178 

Lack of car parking when taking heavy bags of manure   Other allotment holder 
using a water tap then going home but leaving their hose in place so one else can 
use the tap  The gates being left unlocked  

179 
Lack of taps.  not enough skips provide and the ones that are provided are too 
small and not available often enough. Un let allotments. 

180 No real issues that I’ve encountered. 

181 
theft from outside people/not being given assistance when we had a caterpillar 
invasion 

182 
Mantainance of paths and roadways.  Clearing of unlet sites.  Provision of skips 
positioning on site 

183 management of site   tenants not locking gates at the end of the day    
184 Dumped rubbish  Overgrown plots  Badgers 

185 Littering/ fly-tipping, trespassing/ vandalism, locks 

186 
A few people refusing to lock the gates at all times and having bonfires when 
they shouldn't. Not enough skips. 

187 1.Foxes  2. Theft  3. lack of maintenance of communal areas 

188 
1- padlock, inoperative sometimes and every hear  2- wholes on the main road 
(mainly after rain falls)  3- damage from foxes 

189 

Fencing hasn't been repaired even though i have alerted street scene.  Gate lock 
is often faulty and difficult to open  Parking areas could do with being gravel so it 
is easier to park and if possible get markings so that people park respectfully 

190 State of inner access track  Wasted fruit and overgrowth on paths  Theft   

191 Vacant  plots  Foxes 

192 weeds  theft/security  water 
193 1.Overgrown/unused sites.  2. Poor state of repair of fences.  3. Very poor 



 

 

provision of skips - 2 a year is totally inadequate 

194 Vacant over grown plots, security, inadequate water supply 

195 
Encroaching border shrubs and trees  Lock doesn't always work easily  No 
Warden 

196 

Time it takes to allocate a plot to a new applicant, because the plot is then 
overgrown and its almost half way through the planting season. one of the water 
taps by plot 110 is not working even though it has been reported on numerous 
occasions. To much plastic has been allowed into the soil. Too much cutting 
down of trees and not replacing them. 

197 

People leaving the gate open and unlocked. One person locks his bike to the gate 
so we can’t close it because he’s lost his key.  Car park waterlogged with huge 
holes.  Next door plots both sides overgrown so we have to keep their weeds 
and grass under control.   

198 

My plot is a long distance from the nearest water-tap, so I need to keep and 
store a very long hosepipe.  A closer tap would be helpful.  Also sticky lock on 
nearest gate. 

199 1.  Management of uncultivated plots.  2.  Management of unlet plots.   

200 

Fixing water taps that are not working properly, that have been regularly 
reported to site warden who I believe has reported them to council. In particular 
one of the taps by plot 110. This has been ongoing for 2 years. The other issue is 
the time it takes to allocate plots to people. This process can take months which 
is totally unacceptable as the plot is usually overgrown by the time it is allocated 
and it’s the middle of the summer and half the planting season has gone and the 
soil is too dried out and hard to dig. Furthermore, there are too many trees, 
especially fruit trees being cut down, and not being replaced. 

201 Unkempt plots. Main path upkeep ( deep ruts ) Worn locks 

202 Unmanaged, overgrown unlet plots  Rubbish removal from the site  Safety 
203 Fences along back alley, foxes/ fox faeces  

204 

1. Vandalism - usually I'm not affected but this year my locked metal shed doors 
were kicked in and damaged.  2. I would like to see the council offer smaller 
plots. Many new starters and working people struggle with 5 rods. I suggest 
halving this.  Unless they are already keen gardeners they don't realize how 
much work/time is involved. We've seen many give up, which is a big shame. 
Nowadays people (myself included) are growing fruit instead of space fillers such 
as potatoes and onions (as we can buy them cheaply and the wireworm in the 
plots means you cant keep the potatoes in the ground).  3. On plot 52A I have to 
roll out 50 METRES of hose to my nearest water standing pipe. Any chance of 
laying down some more pipework/a nearer connection point?     


